The Evolution of Land
Mobile Connectivity
The more remote and bandwidth-hungry your operations are, the
greater the need for reliable, affordable Connected Mobility and
Portable Connectivity solutions becomes.
Current land mobile services are expensive, low-throughput and unreliable. The result is limited
connectivity, operational inefficiency, isolated personnel and restrained innovation. Until now.
FlexMove, powered by Intelsat’s award-winning Epic high-throughput satellite (HTS) fleet—
offers the global reach, redundancy and reliability organizations need to support missioncritical applications in the field.
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For operations outside the reach of existing terrestrial
networks, FlexMove enables increased operational efficiency
and productivity—no matter how challenging or remote the
geography is.

By 2028, land mobile HTS capacity
demand is expected to top 24 Gbps,
up from less than 1 Gbps in 2017. 1

$21.2 BILLION

Land mobile will generate $21.2B in
cumulative revenues between 2019
and 2029. 1

Hazardous Operations? No problem.
Deliver the unrivaled high-speed connectivity
and resiliency of Intelsat’s multi-layered
Ku-band satellite network.

Connect with confidence
From autonomous vehicle
operation to remote video
support and site/worker safety,
bandwidth needs are met
exactly when and where
they’re needed.

Connected Mobility

Portable Connectivity

A vehicle-mounted satellite
antenna that automatically
acquires a connection and
maintains communication while
a vehicle is moving.

Connect on the spot through an
easy-to-deploy satellite terminal
designed for temporary use in a
fixed location.

Elevate your connectivity experience
Simplify access to complex satellite communications with a fully managed, end-to-end service.

Faster and more affordable
Flexible gigabyte plans up
to 20x faster than existing
Mobile Satellite Service
(MSS) solutions at a
fraction of the cost.

Hassle-free service delivery

Pre-configured service plans

Quickly bring a terminal
online without prior
in-depth training and
establish connectivity in
under one minute.

Portfolio of certified,
easy-to-use terminals
designed for rapid
deployment.

Deliver customer value when it matters most
Find out how to add FlexMove to your service offerings or how end-users can maximize
their mobile application ecosystem at intelsat.com/land-mobile.
1. NSR, Land Mobile via Satellite, 8th Edition, June 2020.
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